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Abstract: In recent years, reversible logic has attracted people’s attention increasingly because of its
application in low power CMOS design, quantum computing and optical computing. In this study, we present
novel designs of several reversible converters that we optimized in terms of quantum cost, garbage output and
constant input. The optimized design of reversible converters presented in this work are reversible Aiken to
BCD converter, reversible Binary to Gray converter, reversible Gray to Binary converter, reversible BCD to
Excess-3 converter and reversible Excess-3 to BCD converter. At the end of the paper we evaluate the
converters due to their quantum cost, garbage outputs and constant inputs.
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INTRODUCTION Today converters play important roles in

In the past 45 years, extensive  advanced  achieved to be able to convert codes from one format to another.
in computer science. In 1964, “Moore” proposed a law This paper presents different converters which are
which according to that, the number of transistors in an designed with several methods and compared with each
integrated circuit doubles every 18 months. Addition of other. Our proposed converter circuits have lower
extra  numbers  of  transistors  will  not be possible in a hardware complexity, less garbage outputs, less quantum
few next years and will cause to have power consumption cost and less constant inputs and can be realized as an
problem. Moreover due to Landauer’s principle, during optimal converter circuit. All the designs are in the
the arithmetic operations in irreversible logic nanometric scales.
computations, some bits of information are lost and At first background of the reversible logic gates are
generate KTln2 joules of heat energy, which K is given. Then the implementation of converter circuits is
Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature [1]. Using presented. Evaluation of the proposed converter circuits
reversible  logics  in  designing  circuits  makes not to is also explained. Last section is dedicated to the
have any missing of KTln2 energy as Bennett believed conclusions. A comprehensive list of references is also
[2]. Furthermore fan-in, fan-out and feedback are not provided.
allowed in reversible circuits. Thus synthesis of
reversible logic has been too important topic  and to MATERIALS AND METHODS
avoid losing energy, it’s better to use reversible logic
instead of irreversible logic. Reversible circuits are those Background: A circuit is reversible if and only if there is
circuits with equal inputs and outputs that for each input a one-to-one correspondence between its input and
there is a unique output and vice versa [3]. output vectors. A reversible gate has an equal number of

In digital computers, the numbers are represented in inputs and outputs [4-5].
binary format or coded decimal numbers. With doing From the point of view of reversible circuit design,
arithmetic operations on decimal numbers and simplicity some of the main measures in designing an efficient
of hardware, the proposed numbers are converted to reversible logic circuit are: Number of reversible gates
binary format. There are several methods and logics in (NOG), Number of garbage outputs (Gout), Number of
order to convert decimal numbers to binary format which constant  inputs  (Gin),  Total  quantum  cost  (QC) and
the major of these logics is reversible logic. Total   logical   calculations  (circuit cost). Garbage output

computational devices. It is necessary for the processors
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is the output that is not used for further computation in
the circuit. Constant inputs are the inputs that are added
to an n×k function to make it reversible. The quantum
cost (QC) of a reversible or quantum circuit is defined as
the number of 1×1 or 2×2 gates used to implement the
circuit. Fig. 5: New Fault Tolerant gate

There is a number of existing reversible logic gates
where we use only five kinds of them (FG, F2G, NFT, NG Haghparast Navi Gate (HNG): This is a 4-input, 4-output
and HNG gates) which are discussed below: reversible gate which can be used as a full adder. HNG

Feynman gate (FG): A 2*2 Feynman gate, also known as
controlled NOT (1-CNOT) and is the most suitable gate
for single copy of bit since it is not producing any
garbage output. It is depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 [4].

Fig. 6: HNG gate

Fig. 1: Feynman gate

Fig. 2: Feynman gate as copying gate Binary Code: The digit “2” is the basis of binary system
that  is represented with 0 and 1. These two numbers

Feynman Double Gate (F2G): The F2G gate is a Feynman show “true” and “False” logics, or “on” and “off” states
Gate with an extra input and one more output, which along of electronic devices. Since the binary digit systems are
with the control input ‘A’ define a second controlled NOT the heart of computer processing, realizing them is so
operation and is depicted in Fig. 3 [5]. difficult.

Fig. 3: Feynman double gate some differences with each other. These cyclic numbers

NEW Gate (NG): A 3-input, 3-output New Gate is shown shows the real form of binary systems. Since serial
in Fig. 4 [5]. numbers  have  one difference in unit, cyclic binary is

Fig. 4: New Gate value of each bit of BCD code according to their locations

New Fault Tolerant Gate (NFT): This is a parity- example, as a decimal number we choose 395 which it is
preserving 3-input, 3-output gate which also called “New represented  0011110010101  in  BCD  format  and each
Fault Tolerant gate” which can implement all Boolean four bits show only one digit in decimal. Each digit (0…9)
functions. NFT gate is shown in Fig. 4 [5]. are represented with four bits separately.

gate is depicted in Fig. 5 [4].

Fig. 7: TSG gate

Here we explain codes which are used in this paper.

Gray (Cyclic Binary Code): Is the binary representation
of digits which each number has one unit difference with
perior number. However the basis of cyclic binary
numbers and simple binary numbers are 0, 1, they have

represent codes like “Moros” code but the simple binary

used for minimizing errors in representation of
measurement units.

BCD Code: In BCD code, we use the binary format of
numbers directly. Originally, we can compute weight or

which there weight are stored in 8 4 2 1 orders. For
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Aiken Code: This is a kind of binary code which the
weight of bits are stored in 2 4 2 1 orders. For example
001111111011 is the Aiken format of 395. 

Excess-3 Code: Is a kind of code that adds 3 units to input
and creates the output. For example we have a number like
0010, by using Excess-3 code, this number increases to
0101.

Our Proposed Implementation of Reversible Aiken to
BCD Code Converter Circuit: Here we present our
implementation  of reversible Aiken to BCD code
converter using TG and NFT gates. According to the
proposed reversible design, as “A” input is generated
directly in output and without any operation, we transfer
it to output by control line. In order to convert Aiken code
to BCD code, we have the following equation of output:

A = a
B = b       d
C = c’d+ cb’
D = b c

Our proposed architecture for reversible Aiken to
BCD code converter circuit is depicted in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Our proposed reversible Aiken to BCD code
converter circuit

Our Proposed Implementation of Reversible Binary to
Gray Code Converter Circuit: Our proposed
implementations of reversible Binary to Gray code
converter circuits are shown in Fig. 9. The first design
consists of 2 F2G and 1 FG gates (QC = 5 and garbage
outputs =2) and the next one consists of just 3 FG gate
(QC = 3 and no garbage). This reversible converter will
have 4 outputs that are described as follows:

b b b b  c c c c3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

c = b        b0 0 1

c = b        b1 1 2

c = b        b2 2 3

c = b        03 3

(a) Design #1 (QC = 5)

(b) Design #2 (QC = 3)

Fig. 9: Our proposed reversible Binary to Gray code
converter circuits

Our Proposed Implementation of Reversible Gray to
Binary Code Converter Circuit: This implementation
which converts Gray to Binary code is the opposite of
above converter and is shown in Fig. 10. The main
advantages of our proposed reversible circuit are lower
quantum cost and having no garbage output.

b b b b  c c c c3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

b = c       c        c        c0 0 1 2 0

b = c       c        c1 1 2 3

b = c       c2 2 3

b = c       03 3

Fig. 10: Our Proposed reversible Gray to Binary code
converter circuit
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Our Proposed Implementation of Reversible BCD to
Excess-3 Code Converter Circuit: Here we show one
existing and several reversible proposed BCD to Excess-3
code converter circuits that by comparing our designs
with the existing circuit we can conclude that our last
design is the best one among the others, Since it has the
lowest quantum cost. Equation of this reversible
converter is shown below:

P = D
Q = CD + C  D a = Design 1 (QC = 28) 
R = B C + B  D + BC  D
W = A + BC + BD

Fig. 11: Existing reversible BCD to Excess-3 code
converter circuit [8] Fig. 13: Our proposed reversible Excess-3 to BCD code

a = Design 1 (QC = 24) inverting of Excess-3 to BCD with using reversible gates

b = Design 2 (QC = 19) One of the parameters in designing circuits which can

Fig. 12: Our proposed reversible BCD to Excess-3 code hardware complexity. The parameters á, â and d show the
converter circuits below cases [6]:

b = Design 2 (QC = 24)

converter circuit

Our Proposed Implementation of Reversible Excess-3 to
BCD Code Converter Circuit: These proposed reversible
Excess-3 to BCD code converter circuits show the

such as HNG and F2G gates. The quantum cost and the
number of garbage outputs are discussed in details.
These circuits are shown in Fig. 13.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

be discussed is logical calculation and is related to

Table 1: Summary parameter of different designs

Reversible Converters No. of Gate No. of Garbage QC No. of constant Total Logical Calculations

Our Aiken to BCD 2 1 10 1 4  +5  +3d

Our Binary to Gray (Design #1) 3 2 5 3 5

Our Binary to Gray (Design #2) 3 0 3 0 3

Our Gray to Binary 3 0 3 0 3

BCD to Excess-3 (Existing) 4 9 52 9 6  +4  +9d

Our BCD to Excess-3 (Design #1) 4 6 24 6 20  +4

Our BCD to Excess-3 (Design #2) 4 7 19 7 19  +4

Our Excess-3 to BCD (Design #1) 6 5 28 5 24  +4

Our Excess-3 to BCD (Design #2) 4 5 24 5 20  +4
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= A two input EX-OR gate calculation design by reducing gates to just 4 HNG gates which
= A two input AND gate calculation

d = A NOT calculation

These 3 parameters are evaluated for all code
converter circuits below:

According to Fig. 8 we have proposed a reversible
design for Aiken to BCD code converter which is
contained just NFT and NG gates with single garbage
output and constant input.

We have proposed two designs for reversible Binary
to Gray code converter circuit (shown in Fig. 9). In the
first design we have used 2 F2G and 1 FG gates and in the
second one we have used just 3 FG gates. Thus the total
logical calculations are as below:

T = 5Design 1(Fig. 9)

T = 3Design 2(Fig. 9)

Therefore we conclude that the second design of
reversible Binary to Gray code converter circuit is more
efficient than first one.

In order to convert Gray code to Binary code we have
used 3 FG gates which conclude just 3 XOR operations.
Our proposed reversible converter circuit has no garbage
outputs and no constant input. Since the quantum cost of
this converter is 3 and the total logical calculation is 3 ,
it is considered that our proposed design is optimal circuit
with high speed and high performance.

According to Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 we have shown that
there is an existing circuit and 2 designs due to convert
BCD code to Excess-3 that we have proposed. The
existing circuit contains 4 TSG gates with 52 quantum cost
whereas  the quantum costs of our proposed designs
have reduced widely. The total logical calculation of these
circuits is shown as following:

T = 6 +4 +9dExisting Design (Fig. 11)

T = 20 +4Design 1(Fig. 12)

T = 19 +4Design 2(Fig. 12)

From the above discussion and respect to worthless
difference in number of gates, garbage outputs, constant
inputs, quantum cost and total logical calculation, we can
conclude that last proposed design is more efficient than
the others.

We have shown two designs for Excess-3 code to
BCD code converter circuit in Fig. 13. In the first proposed
design we have used 4 HNG gates and 2 F2G gates with
28 quantum cost whereas we  have  optimized  the  second

generates 24 quantum cost. The total logical calculation
of this converter depicted below:

T = 24 +4Design 1(Fig. 13)

T = 20 +4Design 2(Fig. 13)

Therefore, we can conclude that the second design
of reversible Excess to BCD code converter circuit is
better and much more efficient than the first.

CONCLUSION

In  this  paper  we  proposed  a set of novel designs
of reversible code converter circuits. Table 1 illustrates
the parameters  of  designs  proposed   in   this  paper.
We evaluated the existing reversible BCD to Excess-3
converter [8] with our proposed designs of reversible
BCD to Excess-3 converters and compared them in term of
number of gates, garbage outputs and quantum costs.
Evaluation of the reversible converter circuits due to
existence parameters of the table shows that our last
proposed  designs  in  all kinds of reversible converters
are more efficient and optimal because of having low
garbage outputs and quantum cost. Also the evaluation
between the reversible existing BCD to Excess-3 converter
and the second reversible design shows that the
quantum cost of the existing reversible circuit reduced
widely (from 52 to 19) which generates a high speed and
high performance reversible BCD to Excess-3 code
converter circuit. All the designs are in the nanometric
scales and nanotechnology area.
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